Many if not most proteins function in oligomeric assemblies of one or more protein sequences. The Protein Data Bank provides coordinates for biological assemblies for each entry, at least 60% of which are dimers or larger assemblies. BioAssemblyModeler (BAM) is a graphical user interface to the basic steps in homology modeling of protein homooligomers and heterooligomers from the biological assemblies provided in the PDB. BAM takes as input up to six different protein sequences and begins by assigning Pfam domains to the target sequences. The program utilizes a complete assignment of Pfam domains to sequences in the PDB, PDBfam (http://dunbrack2.fccc.edu/protcid/pdbfam), to obtain templates that contain any or all of the domains assigned to the target sequence(s). The contents of the biological assemblies of potential templates are provided, and alignments of the target sequences to the templates are produced with a profile-profile alignment algorithm. BAM provides for visual examination and mouse-editing of the alignments supported by target and template secondary structure information and a 3D viewer of the template biological assembly. Side-chain coordinates for a model of the biological assembly are built with the program SCWRL4. A built-in protocol navigation system guides the user through all stages of homology modeling from input sequences to a three-dimensional model of the target complex.
Introduction
High-throughput methods in proteomics have resulted in substantial information on protein-protein interactions and identification of the components of large protein complexes [1] . The structures of these interactions are important for understanding mechanisms in various pathways and the effects of mutations observed in human populations. In addition, many proteins are oligomeric due to the association of identical subunits under physiological conditions [2] .
As with predicting the structure of a single protein, homology modeling of complexes, when suitable templates exist, is very likely to produce better models than ab initio prediction via computational docking [3] . Template-based structure prediction of binary complexes has been shown to predict accurate models for 65% of cases with easily-identified homologous templates. [4] Kundrotas et al. have shown that when structures of the monomers (or easilyidentified homologues thereof) are available, templates for the complex exist in a large majority of cases. [5] It is therefore valuable to mine as much data on protein interactions as possible from experimental structures, and to use these structures as templates for modeling particular target complexes of interest. In recent years, the number of structures in the PDB has grown rapidly, and the structures have increased in complexity and diversity, providing a valuable resource for modeling of protein interactions.
For X-ray structures, the PDB provides Cartesian coordinates for asymmetric units and for biological assemblies. The asymmetric unit is defined as the smallest portion of a crystal structure that can be used to model the entire crystal using crystallographic symmetry operators. This is in contrast to the biological assembly, which represents a hypothetical biologically active structure which may be present within the crystal. These biological assemblies may be identical with the asymmetric unit (,50% of PDB entries [6] ), substructures of the asymmetric unit (,25%), or larger than the asymmetric unit (,25%) built by applying symmetry operations from the crystallographic space group. The PDB's biological assemblies are those deposited by the authors of new structures or as determined by the program PISA [7] . Although biological assemblies from the authors and PISA are often hypothetical, these data are potential sources of information for modeling the biological assemblies of proteins.
We have developed a downloadable program, BioAssemblyModeler or BAM that provides for the modeling of the structures of protein homo-and heterooligomers. While some webservers allow for the modeling of hetero-and homodimers [8] [9] [10] , BAM models protein complexes of up to six sequences and includes multiple subunits of each sequence according to their arrangement in the template biological assembly. BAM assigns Pfam domains to the queries and finds templates and the content of their biological assemblies from our regularly updated PDBfam database [11] . It uses profile-profile alignment of the targets and the templates [12] and SCWRL4 [13] for modeling the coordinates of the protein complexes, all in a visual environment. BAM relies on two data files: a relational database (PDBfam) and a large set of protein sequences formatted for use by PSI-BLAST (such as Uniref [14] , NCBI's nr [15] , or pdbaa [16, 17] ). The relational database from our web site includes Pfam assignments to nearly all proteins in the PDB and information on the contents of biological assemblies for each entry. The sequence file is used to build PSI-BLAST profiles for each target sequence. By default a smaller database, pdbaa containing only PDB sequences is already included with the BAM distribution. This file is adequate for target sequence closely related to proteins in the PDB. During the first launch BAM suggests downloading PDBfam database [250 MB] and at user's discretion a larger sequence database such as Uniref50 [1.8 GB] or Uniref90 [4.0 GB]. The larger sequence database leads to more accurate results for targets that are only remotely related to PDB structures. However, it takes more computational time during alignment steps. It is also recommended to update these databases every few months, via Main Menu-.Tools-.Download/Update Databases.
In addition the user can update/reinstall BAM itself at any time (Tools -. Reinstall/Update BAM). Whenever a new version of BAM or PDBfam database update are available, the user will be automatically notified through the BAM user interface. In addition BAM relies on a set of online third-party services like RCSB PDB or Sanger Pfam. Problems may occur once these providers make changes to their formats or service. The BAM updates will comply with any future format changes in the PDB or Pfam that may arise.
Homology modeling of biological assemblies with BAM can be accomplished with the following eight steps. The user is advised to refer to video and screenshot tutorials and more detailed information on how to use BAM available at http://dunbrack. fccc.edu/BAM.
(1) To start a new homology modeling project, a user needs to open for editing a FASTA-formatted sequence file with one or more different amino acid sequences of a target protein complex.
Even when a homooligomer model is desired, only one copy of the sequence is required in the input file. Sample sequence files are included in the BAM installer for learning and testing purposes. BAM automatically checks the user's FASTA sequence input for any inconsistencies and advises if any are detected.
(2) PSI-BLAST (Altschul, et al., 1997) is run with two or more rounds to generate a sequence profile for each target sequence -a matrix of 20 amino acid types by the sequence length, giving a log odds score of finding a particular amino acid in each position of a multiple sequence alignment of the target sequence family. These profile matrices are required for secondary structure (SS) prediction and profile-profile alignment of the target and template sequences.
(3) PsiPred (Jones, 1999) is run next to predict the secondary structure of each target sequence for each PSI-BLAST run. The results can be viewed within BAM -red for helix, green for sheet, and gray for coil. Higher color intensity corresponds to higher confidence of prediction.
(4) Each target sequence is submitted to the Pfam web service [18] to find and assign family domains with functional annotation. The number, order, locations, and names of these Pfam domains on each target sequence constitute the target sequence domain architecture. Any assigned domain can be clicked to open Pfam domain Wikipedia page.
(5) A search for the target Pfams is performed on a precompiled relational database, based on PDBfam [11] , which contains assigned Pfam domains for all PDB entries. The number of PDB structures belonging to each template architecture is shown next to it. The list is ordered based on the similarity of the template architectures and the target architecture. If not all target domains are found, the most similar architectures will still be shown.
(6) A user selects one or more template architectures and presses a Compute button to perform profile-profile sequence alignments [12] of each target and template protein sharing at least one Pfam domain. In the background, BAM downloads precomputed profiles for the PDB sequences from our server. The hit table has a row for each potential template biological assembly and a set of columns for the assembly (resolution, sequence assembly architecture and chain assembly architecture) and for each target sequence (sequence alignment identity, alignment gap percentage, alignment length, alignment start/end positions). If more than one target sequence shares the same Pfam, BAM assigns the target sequence to the template sequence with the highest sequence identity. The list is first sorted by target-template Pfam architecture similarity and then by sequence identity of each targettemplate sequence pair. The list can be resorted by clicking any column and the default sorting can also be restored.
(7) Double-clicking any row from the template hit table opens a form with the content of the biological assembly with assigned Pfam domains of each chain copy. After confirming the choice, BAM automatically downloads a template structure in XML format from the PDB, applies symmetry operators in the file to build a biological assembly, and opens a visualization window that contains a rotatable view of the structure. The alignments depict the predicted secondary structure of the targets and the experimental secondary structure of the template chains. The start/end positions, deletions and insertions are shown in the viewer, and are dynamically updated as the alignment is edited. The user can choose which chains to include into a target complex model so that substructures of the assembly can be modeled. The user is advised to try several templates and review biological assembly content, alignment identities, and locations of gaps until a satisfactory template is found.
(8) The model is built by clicking on a button that copies the template backbone to a new PDB file with the sequence numbered according to the edited alignments, and clicking another button to run our side-chain prediction program SCWRL4 [13] , which models all of the mutated side chains with a backbone-dependent rotamer library [19] , preserving the rotamers of residues that are identical in the target and template sequences. The last action produces a model of the target complex in PDB format. BAM does not perform loop modeling or model refinement, which can be carried out with other programs using the BAM model as input.
Results and Discussion
An example session of modeling a heterohexameric complex is shown in Figure 1 . The target sequences (upper left) consist of the human BMP4 and the extracellular domains of its potential type 1 and type 2 receptors BMR1B and AVR2A respectively [20] . The middle window at top (''Domain Architectures of Template Sequences'') shows that the target sequence BMP4_HUMAN contains Pfam domains (TGFb_propeptide) and (TGF_beta) while the receptors both consist of (Activin_rec) domains. The first template architecture contains both domains of the BMP4 protein while the second architecture contains one of its domains but with two other proteins with (Activin_rec) domains. Filling the template table at lower left with PDB entries from this architecture shows a number of biological assemblies that can be built. The PDB entry 2H64 contains the proper TGF_beta domain dimer and two copies of each of the two receptor domains, producing a heterohexameric assembly. From the profile-profile alignments, BAM determines that BMR1B is more closely related (46% identity) to entity sequence 2 (BMR1A_HUMAN) in 2H64 than it is to entity sequence 3 (Q3KQI1_MOUSE, which is identical in sequence with AVR2B_HUMAN), while AVR2A is closer to entity sequence 3 than entity sequence 2. The sequence alignments (lower right) are shown with a rotatable view of the template complex, and can be edited by dragging gap characters on the alignment. The locations of insertions and deletions are marked on the structure and are dynamically updated as the sequence alignments are edited. Chains to be included in the model can be removed by unchecking the check boxes (upper left of the ''TargetTemplate Sequence Alignment'' window at right). A model is produced by clicking the ''Copy backbone'' and ''Build side chains'' buttons on the upper right of the window at right.
BAM presents a straightforward modeling procedure for assemblies containing up to six different sequences. These assemblies can be oligomers of any size, as dictated by the biological assemblies recorded in the XML files of each PDB entry. Such assemblies should be used with caution since they do not always correspond to what authors describe in papers and in some cases authors may fail to recognize the presence of the correct oligomeric assembly within their crystals [21] . In other cases, the correct oligomer may not be known and may be difficult to recognize. Our ProtCID database, which contains common interfaces across crystal forms of homologous proteins and protein pairs, may provide further information on which structures contain the correct biological assembly [22] .
One advantage of BAM is that all available templates are presented, and a number of models can be produced and compared. The alternatives are laid out in the template hit table. Another strong side of BAM is that it presents its templates in terms of their biological contents in the form of Pfam domains. Many modeling web servers and programs simply present a list of templates with their PDB codes and perhaps the protein names but the user has no way of knowing whether the hits all come from the same protein family and whether they would produce the same protein folds or entirely different ones. Because BAM finds the Pfams of the target and the Pfams of the PDB proteins in separate steps, the procedure is effectively an intermediate sequence profile search [23] , where the intermediate profile is the Pfam HMM. This is an effective way of finding remote homologues in a computationally efficient manner. It will not find all remote homologues for the targets, in cases where the targets or templates are in different Pfams within the same Pfam clan and in a small number of cases for which Pfam lacks a domain definition for a protein in the PDB. This is relatively rare, and the advantages of organizing the template biological assemblies by domain content seem to outweigh these rare situations in our view. Future versions of BAM will include a direct search of the PDB to handle such cases.
To get an idea of the relationships that can be identified via HMM-sequence alignments of the target and template sequences to the same Pfam HMM, we produced a density estimate of the sequence identities of PDB sequence pairs in the same Pfam as identified in our PDBfam database [11] . PDBfam uses both structure alignments with FATCAT [24] and alignments of PDB sequences to the Pfam HMMs. It currently assigns 6,901 different Pfams to at least one sequence in the PDB and 15,011 pairs of Pfams (both intrachain and interchain) present in at least one entry in the PDB. The sequence identities of the HMM alignments can be determined by counting identical and non-identical residues aligned to the same HMM positions for each of two PDB sequences (i.e., a transitive alignment). The results are shown in Figure 2 , which plots the minimum sequence identity for each of 3730 Pfams as determined by FATCAT with an E-value cutoff of 1.0e-3 and by the HMM transitive alignments. The FATCAT alignments are skewed to lower sequence identities than the HMM alignments, because they align greater proportions of the structures than the local alignments provided by the HMMs. We found this to be the case in developing our PISCES server, for which structure alignments are often longer and lower sequence identity than PSI-BLAST alignments for the same pair of sequences [17] . Nevertheless, the HMM alignments have a peak at 16%, showing that relatively distant homology relationships can be identified by alignment to the same Pfam HMMs. The accuracy of our profile-profile alignment algorithm has been previously benchmarked [12] .
Another important aspect of modeling oligomers is whether the target sequences are likely to share the same interfaces and biological assemblies as the templates. This is a complicated issue, because we have previously shown that the annotated biological assemblies in the PDB are only 80-90% accurate [21] . One advantage of BAM is that it shows the user all of the available templates and allows for rapid modeling of oligomeric structures from many different templates, so that even if the biological assembly for one PDB entry is incorrect (usually because it is smaller than the correct oligomer) this will become evident of models are made from multiple templates.
We developed our ProtCID database to investigate just this issue [22] . When the same interface is present in multiple crystal forms of the same protein or members of the same family (or families for heterodimers), then the interface is likely to be part of the correct biological assembly. This is especially true when the sequence identity of proteins in the same cluster is below 90%. In our benchmarking study, we found that when there are at least 5 different crystal forms and the minimum sequence identity is below 90%, there is a strong agreement that the interfaces present in the cluster are parts of the biological assembly [21] .
To examine this for the current PDB, we calculated the minimum sequence identity of Pfam-Pfam domain interactions in ProtCID clusters with at least 5 crystal forms and minimum sequence identity below 90%, as determined by sequence alignment or structure alignment. The results for same PfamPfam interface clusters and heterodimeric Pfam-Pfam interface clusters are shown in Figure 3A and 3B respectively. Again, the sequence identities obtained from FATCAT structure alignments and HMM alignments are shown. The peak in the densities for the HMM alignments are at about 20% and 18% for same-and different-Pfam clusters. Again, FATCAT is able to determine lower sequence identities of about ,12% because of longer alignments. The results indicate that biological interactions can be preserved in homologous proteins down to very low sequence identities.
Finally, we used ProtCID to identify well-documented cases where Pfam domain-domain interactions may in fact be different for homologous proteins or pairs of proteins. We found 1801 Pfams or pairs of Pfams for which there is at least one interface clusters comprising 5 or more crystal forms with minimum sequence identity ,90%. Of these, 572 clusters (32%) had two or more such clusters and only 115 (6%) had no overlap of PDB entries or crystal forms between the two largest clusters. The remaining 457 had entries in both clusters and are presumably components of oligomers larger than dimers. It is an important point that some domains may interact in more than one way but may do so only as part of the same oligomer, rather than reflecting mutually exclusive interactions. When biological assemblies in the PDB are incorrect, it may appear as if two homologous proteins have evolved different dimer interactions, when in fact both crystals may contain the same larger oligomer. Not accounting for this may lead to some underestimation of the extent of interface conservation [25] .
Despite these caveats, the utility of modeling biological assemblies has been made evident in our experience in collaborating with colleagues in applying molecular modeling to realworld biological problems [26] [27] [28] [29] , and we hope that users will also find the new program BAM helpful. 
